I N T R O D U C T I O N
In the last decade it has been claimed in the framework of perfect magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) that magnetic confinement of outflow from rotating magnetized objects, as described by thè hoop stress paradigm', leads to parabolic or cylindrical asymptotic flow (Heyvaerts & Norman 1989) . We have shown in the same framework that the paradigm is not based on the sign of curvature of each field-streamline that is determined by the transfield force balance and indicates whether each field-streamline collimates or decollimates in the previous paper (Okamoto 1999 , hereafter Paper I).
The perfect-conductivity limit is provisionally adopted, so that in a steady state, each field line has a uniform angular velocity, which in the simplest case is identical with a postulated uniform rotation of the central object. The gas flow at each point is then the same velocity of corotation, plus a component parallel to the total field (poloidal plus toroidal). The density and the poloidal velocity satisfy the continuity equation. Each of the three components of the MHD equation of motion is then easily interpreted. In the stationary axisymmetric state, the toroidal component has an integral which expresses constant flow along each poloidal fieldstreamline of angular momentum, carried jointly by the Maxwell stresses and the Reynolds stresses of the flow. The along-field component describes acceleration of the flow due to the thermal pressure gradient, the centrifugal force, the Lorentz force, etc., and yields the generalized Bernouilli integral, which shows how the flow speeds up along each field line, but contains no information on collimation of field-streamlines; the transfield component, on the other hand, describes the force balance between fieldstreamlines, that is, their collimation or de-collimation, but not how the flow is accelerated. Confusion or misunderstanding of the roles of each component has in part led to the formation of the above paradigm, helped partly by absence of consideration of causality and the current-closure condition (see, e.g., section 1 in Paper I). However, the main reason why the paradigm could survive for as long as 10 years is that the right equations with which to discuss collimation/decollimation of field-streamlines in terms of the electric current had not been presented before Paper I [see equation (1.4) later], in spite of the fact that the transfield differential equation for the flux-stream function P had already been derived as early as 1975 or 1978 (see below) . The field-flow properties described above are substantiated in the following, where the notation is as used in Paper I, which in turn follows that in earlier papers (Mestel 1968; Okamoto 1974a Okamoto , 1975 . The poloidal vector B p is defined by P:
where t is the unit toroidal vector. In addition to the spherical or cylindrical coordinate systems, we use the coordinates (s, P, c), with s measured along each poloidal field-stream line defined by P constantY and c the angle between the unit vector p B p aB p and the 4 -axis. We also introduce the unit vector normal to the B p , i.e., n p Â t 27Paj7PjX Note that the direction of n is towards rather than away from the axis. The MHD equation of motion is given by the following three components respectively in the t, p and n directions: [see equations (2.7), (2.8) and (4.18) in Paper I for derivation], where V is the gravitational potential of a central body V 2GMar for a star), r A is the density of the Alfve Ânic surface, R is the curvature radius along poloidal field-streamlines expressed in term of P:
and j ' and j k are the components of electric current across and along field-streamlines
Here we denote p´7 as P and n´7 an s 2j7PjaP s X The toroidal component becomes in terms of 1/R j t c 4p
Eliminating 1/R between (1.4) and (1.5), one obtains the second-order partial differential equation for P (Okamoto 1975) . The term of magnetic pressure gradient on the right-hand side contains extra second-order partial derivatives of P. Gathering them on the left-hand side, one sees that the equation is of mixed type, elliptic or hyperbolic, in the domain considered (Heinemann & Olbert 1978 ; see also the appendix in Paper I). Provided that 1aR cas is given as a function of P and s sPY 4Y then as a substitute for the second-order partial differential equation, one can obtain a coupled set of integral equations as follows. From 4as P cos cY one has
where and in what follows x(4 )| P denotes changes of an arbitrary quantity x as a function of 4 along a field line P, and d4 | P denotes integration carried out with P kept constant and s s a at 4 4 a X From the left two equations in (1.5) one has sin c 2 sin c a
It turns out then that the simultaneous integral equations (1.9) and (1.10) will be equivalent to the second-order differential equation (1.4). In the following we primarily consider the asymptotic domain which is located far away from the Alfve Ânic surface S A , and then x a denotes the value of x at the innermost boundary surface S a ± rather vaguely defined ± of the asymptotic domain 4 a & 4 & 1Y i.e., 4 a @ 4 A X If one assumes a polytropic relation for the gas simply for convenience of formalism, then K par g is one of the surface functions of P. In the axisymmetric steady state the Maxwell equation 7 Â E 0 and the continuity equation yield the flow velocity
where B B p B t tX Here a is the angular velocity of the field line considered, and
is the mass flux along a unit strength poloidal flux tube. Both a and h are surface functions of P. The toroidal component (1.2), with j ' substituted from (1.6) and v p from (1.11) yields the angular momentum integral
Elimination of j ' between (1.2) and the poloidal component (1.3), and substitution for B t /B p from (1.11), yields the Bernouilli integral
is the enthalpy per unit mass of the gas. Sauty & Tsinganos (1994) treated non-polytropic outflows with the heating or cooling of the gas taken into account, but it will turn out later (see Section 9.3) that the problem whether the gas is polytropic or non-polytropic with or without the heat source or sink in the wind zone is not essential, at least in the collimation process in the asymptotic domain.
From the toroidal component of (1.11) and (1.13) one has
1X16
It is convenient also to define the function
where
is on dimensional grounds called the`magnetic flux function'. The total flow 2b /4p of angular momentum along a unit poloidal flux tube is fixed by the condition that there be no singularity at surface S A in (1.16):
The density at S A is r A 4ph 2 X 1X20
A convenient function to define is also
Note that P v 4 for 4 b 4 A X Then at S A one has
The structure of this paper is as follows. In this section the basic physical quantities and equations in MHD outflows have been given. In Section 2, using energy and angular momentum integrals of the MHD equation of motion, we define the`coronal base' surface S B as well as the Alfve Ânic surface S A , and evaluate the basic quantities there, together with a derivation of the slope of z containing two other critical surfaces. In Section 3 we clarify the basic properties of the transfield equation in the asymptotic domain, where the inertial force along curved field-streamlines is balanced by the Lorentz force, i.e., rv 2 p aR < j k B t acX We consider four types of flows and one wind in total in the following sections (see Table 1 ).`Radial' flows with the radial structure from the source to infinity are treated in Section 4. For asymptotic' flows the flow properties in the asymptotic domain are to be regarded as extrapolated beyond the fast point, not only to the subasymptotic domain, but also deep down to the coronal base in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to`conical' flows, which satisfy the transfield equation not only in the subasymptotic domain, but also in the asymptotic domain, where the flow structure is required to fulfil Heyvaerts & Norman's`solvability condition at infinity for the conical structure', that is, z constantX Note that we here distinguish`conical' and`radial', although conical and radial are synonymous in the asymptotic domain. The fourth`current-free' flows with 4B t constant throughout the flow are treated in Section 7. The fifth`quasiconical' winds are physically realizable ones, which are supposed to strictly satisfy the transfield equation in each domain in Section 8. In Section 9 some papers in favour of the hoop-stress paradigm are critically reviewed, as was done in sections 8 and 9 of Paper I. Discussion is given in Section 10.
From the Bernouilli integral (1.14) and the angular momentum integral (1.13) one has two equivalent expressions for v
The polytropic velocity of sound C 2 s is given in terms of 4 and z :
is the sound velocity at S A . The specific angular momentum of the particle and the field The axial distance 4 2 B can be determined from the density field, with use of (2.14). Note that P 2 B ., or rather @, 4 2 B X It turns out later in (3.3) that the value z B is the value of z where the asymptotic expression for v p (z )| P in 4 @ 4 A vanishes when extrapolated inwards. However, for the moment we emphasize that z B is just defined by (2.12) or (2.13). Then at S B , from (2.12), (2.13), (2.5) and (2.6), one has
The value at S B of the specific kinetic energy of the poloidal motion becomes from (2.2)
A X For the outflow to begin with v p B aF B az B . 0 at the coronal base, the right-hand side of (2.17) must be positive.
Substituting (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.1) or (2.2), with use of (1.22) and (2.13), one obtains Figure 1 . The behaviour of 4v t and 24B t a4ph as functions of z for a fixed value of P. Note that z is a monotonically decreasing function of 4 (see Fig. 2 ). The two straight dashed lines stand for the behaviour for thè asymptotic' flow in Section 5, and the curved solid lines stand for the real quasi-conical' wind in Section 8. The case with n A , 1 and z eq , z A is shown.
At the equipartition surface with z z eq at 4 4 eq Y substitution of (2.9) into (2.19) yields
If n A 1Y and hence z eq z A and 4 2 eq 4 2 A Y then (2.20) coincides with (2.11).
The slope of z ; aFav p z4j P in the (4, z ) plane becomes from (2.19)
[see Appendix A for the details of the derivation of (2.21)].
The sound velocity C 2 s is given in terms of z and 4 by (2.4). The gravitational potential V is a given function of position (4, z). If P P4Y z is, for example, given by the previous step of numerical iteration, the eliminating z z4Y PY one can express it as V V4Y PX The magnetic flux function will be given as F F4Y PX Surface functions a, h and d will be specifiable as functions of P at S B . As is well known, the eigenfunction 4 A (P), i.e., the location of theAlfve Ânic surface for each P, can be determined together with those of the slow and fast magnetosonic surfaces 4 S (P) and 4 F (P), by imposing the so-called criticality conditions at 4 4 S P and 4 F P that the solution for z z4j P pass smoothly through those critical surfaces without becoming divergent, i.e., h 4 S x 4 S 0 and h 4 F x 4 F 0X Thus one can in principle determine the eigenvalue 4 A for each open field line. Then by substituting 4 A , z A and z B thus obtained into (2.19), one can determine v p (4)| P and z (4)| P from (2.19), (4 v t )| P from (2.5) and (4B t )| P from (2.6). We anticipate that z(4 )| P must be a monotonically decreasing function of 4 in the solution for a`quasi-conical' wind as schematically shown in Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 1 ).
P R O P E R T I E S O F T H E A S Y M P T O T I C D O M A I N
In the asymptotic domain, with 4 @ 4 A Y where v t 3 0Y C 2 s 3 0Y and V 3 0Y one has from (2.5) and (2.6)
Also, from (2.1), (3.1), (3.2), (2.12) and (2.13)
These asymptotic equations are linear with respect to z , but we do not necessarily assume z ! z A Y although z 3 0 for 4 3 1j P X The asymptotic form of the magnetic flux function F becomes from (1.18) and (3.3)
which will play a significant role later, especially in Sections 4 and 6. It can be seen that 4 v t , 4B t , v p and F for fixed P are dependent on 4 only through z in the domain (iii). This fact implies that z is more slowly decreasing a function of 4 2 than 4 2 A a4 2 X One may then be tempted to extrapolate the behaviour of these quantities beyond S a deep down to the`coronal base', as will be done in Section 5 for`asymptotic' flows.
The poloidal components of electric current reduce from (3.2), (1.6), (1.7) and (3.4) to
Equations (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23), after 4 S , 4 A and 4 F have been determined by the criticality conditions at the slow and fast points, reduce simply in the asymptotic domain to
which easily turns out to integrate to yield (3.4). Note in the domain (iii) that the gradient of F and that of z along each field line are closely related each other. Thus, if one takes F FPY one has z zPY j ' 0 but j k ± 0 (see Section 4 for`radial' flows). Conversely, if one takes z constantY then one has F FP and j ' j k 0 (see Sections 6 and 7 for`conical' and current-free' flows, respectively). The asymptotic transfield component of the MHD equation of motion (1.4) is expressed by the following three different but 
The first form (3.8) shows the force balance of the centrifugal force on poloidal motion along curved stream lines with the crossfield component of the Lorentz force. This indicates that the geometry of field lines in the asymptotic domain is significantly dependent on the sign of the parallel current j k . Since B t , 0Y it can be seen that the field geometry is convex R . 0 in the range of field lines with ingoing electric current j k , 0Y and concave R , 0 in the range of field lines with outgoing electric current j k . 0Y with both ranges separated by a straight`neutral' field line P n with R ^1 (see Fig. 3 ). Thus global collimation of field lines depends on a specific model of current closure, that is, where one should locate a straight`neutral' field line P n with j k 0X Global magnetic focusing would then be possible only if one could assume existence of both ingoing electric current everywhere in the wind zone and compensating outgoing electric current sheet on the equator. If one can assume the existence of the separatrix somewhere in the middle of the wind zone, the field lines in the range of 0 , P , P n with zaP . 0 may certainly bend toward the axis, but those in the range of P n , P , P with zaP , 0 will be deflected away off axis. Thus in the asymptotic domain the sign of j k plays a crucial role in deciding which way field lines will bend, towards or away from the axis. If one can naively interpret the recent observational evidence for coexisting conical bipolar and equatorial outflows from a high-mass protostar (see Greenhill et al. 1998) in the context of the present MHD wind model, this seems to suggest existence of the separatrix in the middle of the wind zone, supporting a generic two-component structure for MHD outflows.
1
The second form is an explicit expression for R, obtained by eliminating B t , j k , etc. among (3.2), (3.3) and (1.17). It turns out that the curvature along each field line depends on spatial coordinate s through z and 4. We shall see later that the sdependence of R through z is significant for determining whether field lines reach 4 3 1j P X Equating the two expressions for 1/R from (3.9) and (1.5) yields the third form of the transfield equation, (3.10), which indicates that the field-stream function P in the super-fast domain is governed by a second-order hyperbolic partial differential equation with the source term containing z and its transfield gradient (see the appendix in Paper I).
Finally, let us derive the fourth, integral form of the asymptotic transfield equation. From (3.9) and (1.10) one obtains sin c sin c a 1 4ph
Because z in the integrand of (3.11) depends on the variable s, (3.11) couples with (1.9). The simultaneous integral equations (3.11) and (1.9) are equivalent to the second-order differential equation (3.10) in the asymptotic domain, with 4 A ! 4 a & 4 & 1X Then, making use of (3.11), we can deduce further important information on magnetized winds, concerning flow acceleration. To begin with, we argue that the condition z4j P 3 0 is necessary for field lines under consideration to reach infinity, i.e., 4 3 1j P X In order that jsin c 1 j # 1 for 4 3 1Y R must increase more rapidly than linearly with respect to 4 , as can be easily seen from (1.10). Then in (3.9) one has either z 3 0 or zaP s 0X We prefer the case of z4j P 3 0 for 4 3 1 in (3.9). If, instead of this, one requires zaP s 0 and hence R ;^1 everywhere in the asymptotic domain, this implies that the field lines under concern must be straight, retaining finite constant Poynting flux all the way to infinity.
2 As will be seen later in Section 6 for`conical' flows, one will meet with a causal difficulty in communicating such information of z constant (say z cn ) in the asymptotic domain beyond the fast surface S F to the subasymptotic domain upstream.
If we think of a`current-free' flow with 4B t constant throughout the flow, we will also have j k 0 everywhere in the wind zone, and 1aR 0 in the asymptotic domain. Then, similarly to the`conical' flows, we meet with a difficulty in determining the constant value of 4 B t (see Section 7 for`current-free' flows).
We should thus take z4j P 3 0Y in order that 4 3 1j P X It will then be plausible to adopt such a solution ± carrying zero Poynting flux to infinity ± in the asymptotic domain, yielding quasi-conical, but non-straight asymptotes with finite values of c 1 (P). In the range of 0 , P , P n Y the field geometry is convex, i.e., c 1 . c a Y and in the range of P n , P , PY it is concave, i.e., c 1 , c a (see Section 8 for`quasi-conical' winds).
The sign of the transfield electric current j ' is also significant for the flow acceleration. If the Lorentz force is to contribute to flow acceleration both in the poloidal and toroidal directions, both Figure 3 . A schematic picture of a plausible field structure for the`quasiconical' wind with a separatrix P n . Field lines in the range of 0 # P # P n have a convex geometry with 1aR . 0Y while those in the range of P n # P # P have a concave geometry with 1aR , 0X
1 It was S. A. Lamzin who suggested the relevance of Greenhill et al.'s (1998) paper to the present work through V. Beskin. 2 R ;^1 includes the case of z zsY which however yields an unreasonable field structure (see Paper I).
its p and t components must be everywhere positive, requiring that the electric current must flow from the equator side towards the poles, i.e., j ' . 0 [cf. (1.2) and (1.3), remembering that B t , 0X This implies from (1.6) that 4 B t increases algebraically outwards from the nearly torque-free value 4B t < bP (,0), valid well within the Alfve Ânic surface, to 4B t < 2zPY s in the asymptotic domain well beyond the Alfve Ânic surface, with b 2zs A j P ; 2z A from (1.22) (see Fig. 2 here and also fig. 3 in Paper I). Thus, in order to convert the Poynting flux to the kinetic flux, that is, to achieve the maximum possible acceleration such as
in (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we should demand j ' . 0 along open field lines all the way to infinity, which is consistent with the requirement z4j P 3 0 for 4 3 1j P X
4`R A D I A L' F L OW S
By a`radial' flow we mean the flow along radial field lines with R ^1 all the way from the coronal base to infinity. One can then take s r and P PuX This means automatic neglect of the transfield equation, which is replaced by the assumption F B p 4 2 ; F rad uX Then the equation of continuity indicates that f ; v p r4 2 hF rad is constant along each field line, i.e., f f uY and therefore v p z af ah is also constant.
We note here that, by assumption, each field line must emanate from the coronal base and so from the surface of the central magnetized body, and therefore F rad (u ) is a known quantity for each field line, even in the asymptotic domain. Then from (3.7) and (3.5) one has Far zar 0 and hence v p ar j ' 0 in the asymptotic domain. Although v p and z are not constant along each field line in the subasymptotic domain, these two quantities each tend to constant values in the asymptotic domain. Thus, as discussed in detail in the following, the`radial' flows do not achieve the maximum possible flow acceleration v p1 ; 21 p ± here remains a significant Poynting flux at infinity.
Since one prescribes F rad (u ) at the surface of the central body, making use of (3.4) for F F rad Y one can determine z(u) and v p (u ) in terms of F rad in the asymptotic domain with no apparent contradiction to causality, contrary to the`conical' flows in Section 6. This is because suppression of the solution of the transfield equation implies automatic suppression of the causality problem.
We introduce the magnetization parameter s familiar in pulsar wind theory (Michel 1969; Okamoto 1978; Kennel, Fujimura & Okamoto 1983 ), but with the light speed c replaced with v p1 ; 21 p Y as follows:
where z inf aF rad av p1 by (1.17) and z B is given by (2.12). Then from (3.4), (1.17) and (2.12) one has
For any solution to exist in general, the right-hand side must not be greater than the maximum value of the left-hand side, 2a3 3 p 2 at zaz B 2a3Y that is,
However, from the assumption of a radial flow, the Maxwell stress will have already transferred enough energy and angular momentum from the field to the flow in the subasymptotic domain for z in the asymptotic domain to have decreased to the value lower than (2/3)z B .
One can then find a solution for z [say z rad (u )] in terms of a, h, 1 and F rad , or equivalently in terms of z B and s. If z rad ! z B Y one has from (4.2), (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3)
If z rad ! / z B Y one then needs to solve (4.2) without the above approximation.
In the present`radial' flow, the outflow starting with v p B aF rad az B at S B would flow continuously across the three critical surfaces, to match smoothly with the flow solution described by (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) in the case of z rad ! z B Y or with the solution resulting from solving (4.2) in the case of z rad ! / z B X We must stress here that it is by assuming connection of radial, straight field lines in the asymptotic domain beyond the subasymptotic domain, and thereby keeping causal contact directly to the central body, that one could determine z rad (u ) and v 2 p Y etc. in the super-fast domain. However, the transfield equation is not satisfied, not only in the asymptotic domain where j k ± 0 in (3.6) and hence the force-balance equation (3.8) does not hold, but also in the subasymptotic domain [see (1.4)].
Thus, if one assumes the radial field structure, so giving up solving the transfield equation, one absolves oneself from worrying about how the the field-streamlines reach infinity, i.e., 4 3 1j P X One can then easily determine the flow structure, as has indeed been done quite often (see, e.g., Weber & Davis 1967) . However, as will be seen, this has inevitably led to a serious difficulty in the flow acceleration problem. The fact that the magnetic flux function B p 4 2 is kept to a constant value F rad (u ) out to infinity r 3 1 means at the same time that z z rad uY and j ' 0 and hence the Poynting flux is maintained as a fixed value of 1z rad az B < 2s1X Thus the energy available from the source cannot all be transformed into flow kinetic energy.
5`A S Y M P T O T I C ' F L OW S
The asymptotic behaviour of the wind described in Section 3 pertains, of course, to the asymptotic domain (iii) with 4 a & 4 & 1 only. This domain must be well outside the Alfve Ânic surface, i.e., 4 A ! 4 a X Now we argue, however, that it will be not only of formal mathematical but of practical interest to consider the asymptotic wind formalism not only in the domain (ii) with 4 . 4 A Y but even in the domain (i) with 4 ! 4 A Y with due limitations in mind. This is just the opposite to the`force-free' winds that are often extrapolated outward, even to`infinity' with 4B t < bP everywhere, in pulsar and black hole force-free magnetospheres (see, e.g., Okamoto 1974a Okamoto ,b, 1992 . In the present case we extrapolate the asymptotic wind with 4B t < 2zPY 4 back to the`coronal base'. Discriminating from the asymptotic wind valid in the domain (iii), we refer in the following to the flow extrapolated back as the`asymptotic' flow. Note that`asymptotic' flows are not radial.
Then, for the`asymptotic' flow, one has from (3.1) and (3.2)
(see Fig. 1 for the schematic behaviour). Also, from (3.3), (2.3) and (2.12) one has
The`asymptotic' form of F and R become from (3.4) and (3.9)
not only in the asymptotic but also in the subasymptotic domains by definition. If z 3 0 for 4 3 1j P Y one can achieve perfect conversion of electromagnetic energy to kinetic energy, as may be seen in (3.12). At S A with z z A Y one has
which, if valid, would indicate that the field possesses all the angular momentum at S A . Thus it might be better to think of the coronal base as being at S A for the`asymptotic' flow. From (5.4) and (5.5),
which indicate that both the field strength and curvature radius are finite at S A . If one goes further upstream in the`asymptotic' flow, one reaches the`coronal base' surface S B with z z B Y defined in (2.13) and (2.14), where the starting values of the specific angular momentum of the`asymptotic' flow become from (2.12), (2.13), (1.22), (5.1) and (5.2)
Thus the gas would have a negative angular momentum, although the total angular momentum is conserved constant everywhere. We find at S B from (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) that
Needless to say, the`asymptotic' flow, pictured as being accelerated by the Maxwell stress alone from the starting values at z z B Y i.e., v 2 p B 0Y v t B 2daa4 B and 4B t B 2z B Y will describe the real outflow in the asymptotic domain (iii) only. In the subasymptotic domain, we just imagine the hypothetical outflow streaming out along the field-streamlines which would be obtained by solving the asymptotic transfield equation (3.10) in the whole wind zone from the source to infinity. As may be seen in (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3), 4 v t , 4 B t and 1a2v 2 p are linear with respect to z . Then the zero-point of 1a2v 2 p Y that is, z z B defined in (2.12) and (2.13), allows us to define the`coronal base' surface useful even for the realistic`quasi-conical' winds, as was shown in Section 2. However, these`asymptotic' flows naturally show some peculiar behaviour inside S A . For example, 4 v t becomes negative for z A , z , z B and F, B p , j k and R vanish at z z B X Physical utility is, of course, limited to the asymptotic domain of
As mentioned in Section 3, the asymptotic transfield equation (3.9) seems to allow us to require as a possible field structure one that possesses R ^1 in the asymptotic domain (iii), that is, with z z cn constant everywhere and c c a P constant along each field line beyond S a at 4 4 a X The constancy of z is what Heyvaerts & Norman (1989) called the`solvability condition at infinity for the conical structure', so the solution with z constant in the asymptotic domain with 4 a & 4 & 1 is the definition of à conical' flow. Note that`conical' flows certainly possess radial structures in the asymptotic domain, but are significantly different in every domain from`radial' flows in Section 4.
In the following we examine the case that 4B t < 2z z cn constant holds only in the asymptotic domain, and it is supposed that one must solve the full equations with 4B t 22Iac as a function of P and s in the subasymptotic domain, where I IPY s is the total electric current flowing inwards through a surface with constant s from the axis P 0 to P. In the next section for current-free' flows we consider the case of I constantY not only in the asymptotic domain but also in the subasymptotic domain.
Since R ^1Y the field lines must be straight in the domain (iii). If z cn is supposed to be known, then one has the flow quantities in terms of z cn from (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3)
[cf. (4.7), (4.5) and (4.6)]. In contrast to the`radial' flows in Section 4, one has to solve the field structure from (3.4) for a chosen z cn . The constancy of z permits us any field structure in the asymptotic domain consisting of straight lines, as far as it satisfies R ^1Y such as conical and cylindrical. If one chooses the`conical' structure, then
Solving (6.5) will give us P PuX One can also define the magnetization parameter s for the`conical' flow by replacing z inf with z cn in (4.1). It is worth emphasizing here that one has used the same equation (3.4) for both the`radial' and`conical' flows, but there is a crucial difference in its roles between them. In the former, F F rad u is supposed to be given at S B or at the source surface, and hence regarded as a known function of u throughout the flow. Then usage of (3.4) allows one to determine z z rad in the domain (iii), as shown in Section 4. This is possible only if one assumes the radial field structure everywhere, giving up solving the transfield equation. In the latter, on the other hand, F sin udPadu is a unknown function in (3.4), and hence it can be determined only from a chosen z cn by solving (6.4), as was done in (6.5).
The remaining problem is then how to determine z cn . We have so far made two rather arbitrary choices in the asymptotic domain, with no regard to the conditions upstream, that is, z z cn and the conical structure. The domain under consideration is the super-fast domain, from which we have no means of communicating to the domains (ii) and (i) within S F . Thus one cannot tell the subasymptotic domain upstream that the asymptotic domain must take a specific constant value of z z cn Y and also that the shape of the asymptotic field lines be conical. It thus turns out that the first choice cuts the causal connection of the asymptotic domain to the subasymptotic domain. Then the transcritical outflow streaming out along the field-stream lines determined from the full transfield equation will suddenly meet with the conical field-streamlines with z z cn at 4 < 4 a X Such an outflow will not be a continuous wind.
Thus one can conclude that z cn of the`conical' flow in the asymptotic domain, one that has gone over to being radial there, cannot be determined in terms of physical quantities upstream. The indeterminacy of z cn thus does not allow us to correctly estimate the kinetic energy flux and angular momentum flux from the source carried by the`conical' flow. This stems from the fact that the structure of the field and flow in the asymptotic super-fast domain has to be determined by integration outwards. One has no guarantee that a choice made downstream for simplicity's sake will turn out to be a correct part of a global solution.
7`C U R R E N T-F R E E ' F L OW S
Here we consider`current-free' flows with 4B t 22Iac constant throughout the flow. The reason why we take up such flows is to contrast the`physical' properties clarified here of such flows with the results which Pelletier & Pudritz (1992) gave for seemingly similar outflows. We define following quantities related to the total current I:
and then 4B t 2z cf everywhere in the wind zone, where P 2 cf r4 2 cf ar A X Also, one has for the field and flow angular momentum from (1.13) and (1.19)
where condition P 2 cf , 4 2 A , 4 2 cf must be satisfied. It can thus be seen that partition of the total angular momentum a4 2 A between the field and the flow is fixed everywhere in the wind zone. This consequence is obvious, because the case is torque-free, i.e., j ' 0 in (1.2) and (1.6), and hence there is no transfer of angular momentum anywhere from the field to the flow.
The constancy of I, i.e., P cf , automatically determines the behaviour of z as a function of 4 2 only, i.e., from (7.2) and (2.6)
which indicates that z < z cf in the asymptotic domain of 4 2 @ 4 2 A Y and z z A at S A (cf. Fig. 2 ). If we presume that a`currentfree' flow initiates at the`coronal base' at S B , then by putting z z B and using (2.13), we have from (7.3) or (2.6)
The slope of z (4)| P becomes
which does not seem to claim presence of any critical point [cf.
(2.21)]. At S A , with use of the definition of n A from (2.8), one has
Eliminating P 2 cf between (7.2) and (7.6), one has
which coincide with (2.7). It can thus be seen that the angular momentum ratio between the field and the flow is the same everywhere as that at S A . The Bernouilli equation reduces from (2.2) and (7.2) to
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At S A one has from (7.6)
which coincides with (2.11). The particle velocity tends at infinity to
which means that the field still keeps some amount of energy a 2 4 2 A a1 n A a 2 P 2 cf corresponding to the fixed value of the field angular momentum, aP 2 cf X Since j k 0 for 4B t constant by (1.7), it is worth stressing that there is no pinching nor antipinching force at work due to the toroidal field. Then the transfield equation (1.4) 2 A Y where z < z cf Y if one supposes that the right-hand side of (7.11) is negligible, then 1aR < 0Y indicating that the field lines are nearly straight, presumably conical, because there seems to be no reason to suppose that the structure be cylindrical. Then in the asymptotic domain from (7.10) and (1.17) one has
If one could specify I in some way or another, then making use of (6.4) and (6.5) for`conical' flows, one would be capable of determining the field structure in the asymptotic domain (iii). In the subasymptotic domains (ii) and (i), one must solve the full equation (7.11) for the`current-free' structure. Now we need to examine physical realizability of such à current-free' flow as described above. We are utilizing the steady axisymmetric perfect MHD wind theory as it is, even for`currentfree' flows with apparently no critical points. If one specifies a, h and d at S B , one has an eigenrelation for 4 
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If I or z cf were freely specifiable at some level, one could solve (7.13) for the eigenvalue for the Alfve Ânic radius 4 2 A in terms of I as well as of a, h and d. In order to avoid one-way charging-up of the central body, one needs to create some means of neutralizing incoming charges, by introducing, e.g., line and sheet currents at inner and outer boundaries to the wind zone. However, we could find no physically plausible reason nor means to determine the amount of the total current I. Indeterminacy of z cf means that one cannot fix the ratio of the field angular momentum to the flow one in the wind zone, similarly to the case of the`conical' flow with z z cn in the asymptotic domain.
Finally, we have to comment on the possible connection of the present analysis to Pelletier & Pudritz's (1992) treatment of apparently similar wind models. In order to avoid divergences of I z (4, z) at either large or small radii, they demanded B t G 4 21 throughout the flow, introducing an inner and an outer edge to the disc. If their I z constant throughout the flow signifies that everywhere in the wind zone, that is, from the source region through the asymptotic domain to infinity as presumed in this section, this means that the resulting j k j ' 0 produce no MHD acceleration of the flow and no collimation/decollimation of field-streamlines due to the toroidal field. Nevertheless, they seem to have claimed that large classes of their models have the generic properties that they self-collimate due to B t -pinching force and the flow achieves the terminal velocity < 2 p a4 A X These results seem to be inconsistent with the above results.
8`Q UA S I -C O N I C A L' W I N D S
Now let us consider the acceleration-collimation problem in thè quasi-conical' wind with realistic, plausible field geometry. The condition for initiation of outflow is given by 1a2v 2 p B $ 0 at S B , where almost all angular momentum is possessed by the field, with 24B t a4ph B . a4 2 A X The outflow is then accelerated by the thermal pressure gradient along the nearly torque-free j ' < 0 field lines. Angular momentum is gradually transferred by the magnetic torque from the field to the flow. If n A , 1Y then 4 A , 4 eq Y which means that the field angular momentum is still greater than the flow at S A . If n A . 1Y the opposite is true. The kinetic energy per particle at S A becomes, normalized by that at S B ,
The slope of P at S A , n A , must be determined from the eigenvalue 4 A , and the factor n A 2 n A a1 n A 2 changes from 0 at n A 0Y through 3/4 at n A 1Y to 1 at n A 1X If n A @ 1Y nearly all the angular momentum has already been transferred to the flow.
If the field lines under consideration reach 4 1 and hence z4j P 3 0Y then this means that no Poynting flux is carried to infinity along quasi-conical field lines. The kinetic energy per particle becomes in terms of 1a2v
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It is thus the enthalpy at S B , subtracted by the gravitational energy there, and the rotational energy of the magnetosphere at S A , a 2 4 2 A Y subtracted by q B a2a 2 4 2 B Y that fully accelerated particles finally acquire during flowing through the magnetosphere till infinity.
As was shown in Section 3, flow acceleration in both the toroidal and poloidal directions is governed in the asymptotic domain by the behaviour of z(4)| P , and the condition of z4 3 0j P is indispensable, which means perfect conversion of electromagnetic energy to kinetic energy. The condition of Poynting flux decreasing outward implies zas P , 0Y and hence j ' . 0Y which indicates that the electric current must flow from the equatorial side to the polar side in the transfield direction. We anticipate the presence of a`neutral' field line P n in the wind zone at which zaP s 0Y and separating the range of ingoing electric current with zaP s . 0 and j k , 0 from the range of outgoing electric current with zaP s , 0 and j k . 0 (see Fig. 3 ). It thus turns out that flow acceleration-collimation/ decollimation is closely related to the condition of global current closure.
To clarify the detailed field topology in the asymptotic domain, one must solve the transfield equation (3.10), or equivalently the simultaneous integral equations (1.9) and (3.11) with z (4 )| P determined simultaneously. Instead of attempting this formidable task, let us show an illustrative solution analytically, introducing such two simplifying assumptions on the behaviour of z (4 ) in (3.11), where the prime denotes derivative with respect to P. The first one is variable separation of z with P and 4, and the second is to cut the linkage of (3.11) with (1.9) by tacitly 9.1 Spruit (1996) In his review article of magnetohydrodynamic jets and winds from accretion discs, Spruit (1996) gave a simple presentation of physics of the paradigm according to the referee. He states that the process of collimation by hoop stress is a natural consequence in axisymmetric rotating winds'. He seems to have ascribed the global collimation to a basic property in MHD axisymmetric outflows, but one cannot find there any argument verifying this statement. It is only in the case of j k , 0 in the whole wind zone that one can expect global self-collimation in the asymptotic domain. Instead, Spruit points out that if regions of predominantly toroidal field are as unstable as toroidal fields elsewhere in the Universe and the laboratory, a significant revision of our picture of the collimation of magnetic winds is in order. This indication would be relevant if the paradigm were correct in general (see also section 9.4 in Paper I).
Ustyugova et al. (1999)
Ustyugova et al. (1999) carried out numerically time-dependent axisymmetric simulations of magnetohydrodynamically driven winds, to compare the results with theory. They found a large class of stationary MHD winds for prescribed boundary conditions, and pointed out that the outflows are approximately spherical, with only slight collimation in the simulation region. Ustyugova et al. also presented relevant expressions of stationary MHD flows, which are naturally more or less similar to those in Paper I and this paper. Their transfield equation (22) is equivalent to (4.18) in Paper I or (1.4) in this paper, and their asymptotic form (23) corresponds to (6.13) there or (3.8) here, but they eliminated j in terms of the curl of B throughout their paper. For example, the right-hand side of (3.8) is expressed as 2(8p4 )[(4B t ) 2 /n] (their u pa2 2 c and their n 3 2nX In their fig. 3 they noticed that the magnetic forces may act tò collimate' one field line C 1 and`anticollimate' the other C 2 , although both field lines are shown to have 1aR . 0Y and nevertheless they do not seem to have noticed that in the asymptotic domain the former corresponds to j k , 0 and the latter to j k . 0X It is the sign of j k that determines the sign of the curvature radius of certain field line in the asymptotic domain. The authors still seem to side with the hoop-stress paradigm, and to have attempted to look for any indication of collimation in their numerical simulations.
Sauty & Tsinganos (1994)
Sauty & Tsinganos (1994) used what they called meridionally self-similar exact MHD solutions from a spherical stellar base all the way to infinity, paying attention to their asymptotic character. In the following we have to discuss their treatment in some detail.
We have already reviewed a role of self-similar solutions in the collimation problem and a few related papers in section 9.3 of Paper I. After Blandford & Payne (1982) , the self-similarity technique has been extensively utilized in the field of MHD outflows. The technique may certainly provide one helpful and convenient means to clarify a plausible flow-field structure, without having to tackle the exact transfield equation, but the technique cannot by itself prove any trend of global self-collimation of MHD outflows (see also Blandford's 1993 statement against self-similar solutions). Thus the proof of collimation by some other means is pulsar (Greenhill et al. 1998; Hester et al. 1995) . It is thus natural to consider an extension of the present analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of non-relativistic winds to that of relativistic pulsar winds. If steady axisymmetric perfect MHD theory is applicable to the Crab nebula, it would be the`neutral' field line required from the current-closure condition that determines how the open field lines should partition themselves into those along the equator and those along the rotation axis (cf. Chiueh, Li & Begeln 1998; Beskin & Okamoto 2000) . Also, it might be possible to resolve the long-standing puzzle on the discrepancy between the wind theory and the Rees±Gunn model for the Crab nebula (see Begelman 1998) by extending the present theory to the relativistic case, that is, by showing that 4 3 1j P is equivalent to z4j P 3 0X Finally, it is worthwhile emphasizing that one has now in hand a set of correct equations, i.e., (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) with (1.5), from which one can deduce the correct asymptotic behaviour of fieldstreamlines in the wind zone. This does not contain any reasonable solutions indicating global collimation with the current-closure condition fulfilled within the wind zone. It is conceivable that, as far as reviewed so far, there is no successful theory of claiming full self-collimation of MHD outflows.
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